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a b s t r a c t

Fibrous protein gels have the potential to form the basis for the next-generation of meat analogue. It is
suggested that fibre anisotropy is related to air bubbles present in the gel. Given the complexity and
heterogeneity of the samples, several quantitative techniques are needed to ensure a comprehensive
understanding of the air bubbles. We performed neutron refraction experiments to study the size and
shape of the air bubbles in three calcium caseinate samples containing different H2O to D2O ratios.
Refractive microscopy and X-ray tomography (XRT) analysis were done on the same samples to provide
complementary information. The deformation degree and average width of the air bubbles were ob-
tained from both the XRT and neutron refraction experiment. A neutron refraction model calculates the
average area and volume of a single air bubble, which correspond to the largest area and volume frac-
tions of all the air bubbles from the XRT analysis. Additionally, we found that the H2O to D2O ratios in the
sample largely influence the size, number distribution and deformation degree of the air bubbles. The
neutron refraction technique can be a simple and complementary method to help understanding the role
of air bubbles in the meat analogue.
© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Many food products can be seen as composite materials whose
textures are determined synergistically by the fillers (dispersed
phase) and the matrix (continuous phase) (van Aken, Oliver, &
Scholten, 2015; van der Sman, 2016). For example, the visco-
elastic properties of a dough change after the inclusion of air
(Dobraszczyk & Morgenstern, 2003); the hardness of a cheese in-
creases with decreasing fat content (Bryant, Ustunol, & Steffe,
1995), and the rheological and sensory properties of a chocolate
rely on the subtle balance between sugar, cocoa butter and cocoa
powder (Afoakwa, Paterson, & Fowler, 2007). Characterizing the
microstructure of the dispersed phase is crucial to understanding
the macroscopic properties of the food product. (see Fig. 7)

An interesting composite food material is a fibrous protein gel
made of calcium caseinate (Grabowska, van der Goot, & Boom,
2012; Manski et al., 2007a). Since the fibrous structure resembles
ojun.wang@wur.nl (Z. Wang),
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Ltd. This is an open access article u
real meat, calcium caseinate is considered as a promising candidate
for the next-generation meat analogue (Manski et al., 2007b). Air is
the only dispersed phase in such a fibrous protein gel. It has always
been present in different types of meat analogues (Krintiras, Diaz,
Van der Goot, Stankiewicz, & Stefanidis, 2016; Manski et al.,
2007c), but it was not until recent that its contribution to the fi-
bres’ mechanical properties was brought up (Dekkers, Hamoen,
Boom, & van der Goot, 2018). The air bubbles are elongated along
the shear rate direction and its maximum length corresponds to the
highest anisotropy index of the fibres. This suggests that charac-
terising the air bubbles can provide complementary information on
the anisotropy of the fibres. However, not many techniques are
available to characterize them.

X-ray computed tomography (XRT) is a common and non-
destructive technique to study the size, shape and amount of air
in composite materials (Das et al., 2016; Kuang, Ying, Ranieri, &
Sansalone, 2015; van Dalen, Blonk, van Aalst, & Hendriks, 2003).
The contrast in XRT comes from the absorption difference be-
tween the protein matrix and the air. XRT has been applied to
demonstrate how gelatin peptide fortified the microstructure of
frozen mousses against the freeze-thaw cycle (Duquenne et al.,
2016), to evaluate the performance of different gluten (Bellido,
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Scanlon, Page,&Hallgrimsson, 2006) or gluten-free dough recipes
(Demirkesen et al., 2014), and to support a new preparation
method for making a soy-protein based hydrogel (Dekkers et al.,
2018; Guo et al., 2013). As powerful as XRT can be, a composite
food system is inherently heterogeneous and complex (Donald,
2004), so no single remedy is sufficient to provide a complete
view of the sample. The drawbacks of XRT are the large dataset,
possible imaging artifacts, and the treatment of the raw data can
be dependent on the operators (Cnudde & Boone, 2013; Maire &
Withers, 2014; Schoeman, Williams, du Plessis, & Manley, 2016).
To ensure a comprehensive and unbiased understanding of the
sample, we need several quantitative approaches to characterize
the air bubbles.

Neutron refraction is another suitable technique to study the air
bubbles. It is performed by the Spin-Echo Small Angle Neutron
Scattering (SESANS) instrument (Plomp, Barker, De Haan,
Bouwman, & van Well, 2007). The SESANS instrument measures
the change in neutron direction. This results in a decrease of the
polarisation of neutron beam. When the size of an object is small
(e.g., up to a few micrometers), the change in polarisation is
contributed by the scattering of the object. The scattering depends
on the dimension of the scattering particle, volume fraction and
scattering length density contract. Thus, the size information is
readily present in the measured depolarisation curve (Berk &
Hardman-Rhyne, 1988; de Haan, Plomp, & van Well, 2007a). It
was applied to quantify the microstructure of globular protein gels
(Ersch et al., 2016), to explain the mechanical properties of cross-
linked casein micelles (Nieuwland, Bouwman, Bennink, Silletti, &
de Jongh, 2015), and to compare the gel structure between
curdling and acidified milk (Tromp & Bouwman, 2007). When the
size of an object is large (e.g., over tens of micrometers), neutrons
passing through the object will be rather refracted than scattered
(Berk&Hardman-Rhyne,1988; de Haan, Plomp& vanWell, 2007b).
The amount of refraction depends on the geometry of the object
instead of the size, so the size information is not directly visible in
the detected signal. The neutron refractive index difference be-
tween the object and its surrounding matrix determines the
contrast. Neutron refraction has been less explored than neutron
scattering. To our knowledge, it has only been used in food-related
research once, to characterize the number of layers in a fibrous
structure made of soy protein isolate and gluten (Krintiras, G€obel,
Bouwman, Van Der Goot, & Stefanidis, 2014). The fibre was
approximated as infinitely long cylinders with a spread in orien-
tation. However, the geometry of a fibre is very different from that
of an elongated air bubble. As a result, another model is needed so
that the information obtained from the neutron refraction tech-
nique is comparable to the others.

In this study, we demonstrated multiple techniques: neutron
refraction combined with XRT and refractive microscope add more
certainty to a comprehensive understanding of the air bubbles
dispersed in the fibrous calcium caseinate gel. To show the sensi-
tivity of the contrast, we prepared three samples using 100% H2O,
50%v=v H2Oþ50%v=v D2O and 100% D2O. An improved model based
on the microscopy images was proposed to fit the neutron refrac-
tion data. Parameters such as deformation degree, average width
and orientation of the air bubbles can be extracted from the model,
which agrees with the XRT results.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Materials

Roller dried calcium caseinate powder was provided by DMV
International, Veghel, The Netherlands. The calcium caseinate
powder contains 90%wt protein and 1:2%wt calcium according to
the manufacturer's specification. Heavy water (deuterium oxide,
D2O, r ¼ 1:107g=mL) with 99.9% deuterium was used (Sigma-
Aldrich, Canada).

2.2. Preparation of the structure

An in-house developed shear device with gap angle 2:5+

(Wageningen University, The Netherlands) was used to obtain the
anisotropic calcium caseinate samples. The shear device is
depicted and described in detail in (Manski et al., 2007a; van der
Zalm, Berghout, van der Goot, & Boom, 2012). A heating and a
cooling water bath were connected to the rotating and stationary
cone to control the temperature. Protein premixes were prepared
by manually mixing 30 g calcium caseinate powder with 70 g
demi-water (100% H2O), 35 g demi-waterþ38.9 g heavy water
(50%v=v H2Oþ50%v=v D2O) or 77.7 g heavy water (100% D2O). The
premixes were transferred to the pre-heated (50+C) shearing
device and processed with a rotating speed of 150 rpm for 5min.
After processing, the samples were cooled to 4+C in 10min before
removal from the device. They were stored at �20+C for further
analysis. Two sets of samples were made for duplicate
measurements.

2.3. Neutron refraction

The effect of the refracted neutron is measured by the SESANS
instrument at the neutron source in Delft University of Technology,
the Netherlands. The principle of this instrument involves the
Larmor precession of a polarised neutron beam in a magnetic field,
where the angular deviations of the neutron trajectory due to
scattering or refraction are encoded by the measured polarisation P
(Bouwman et al., 2004; Rekveldt et al., 2002). When the air bubble
is small (e.g., up to a few mm), only elastic scattering contributes to
the change in polarisation. However, when the air bubble is large
(e.g., over tens of mm), refraction of the neutrons becomes the
dominant cause of change in polarisation. The transition from
scattering to refraction is continuous. For the cross-over region, we
need more advanced theory, such as the phase-object approxima-
tion (de Haan et al., 2007a; 2007b), to calculate the angle distri-
bution function. Nevertheless, we can estimate a size limit for this
transition. It is calculated by the phase change of the neutron wave
function when going through the air and protein interface. When
the phase change is of the order of p, refraction becomes dominant
(de Haan et al., 2007b). The neutron wave phase change h is
calculated as

h ¼
����4pd Rl

���� (1)

where R is the radius of a sphere, l is thewavelength of the neutron,
the SESANS instrument in Delft uses thermal neutrons with a
wavelength of 2:1±0:1A+, d is the difference between the neutron
refractive index and 1.

d ¼ DSLD,l2

2p
(2)

DSLD is the scattering length density contrast between the
protein matrix and the air bubbles. For the samples made of 100%
D2O, this number is 5:02� 1014m�2, for the sample made of 50%v=v
H2Oþ50%v=v D2O, DSLD ¼ 2:74� 1014m�2, and DSLD equals to
0:208� 1014m�2 for the sample made of 100% H2O. Knowing l and
d, we calculated the minimum air bubble size, and can be sure that
refraction dominates the measured signal when the size is around
30mm.
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The fibrous protein gels were prepared in their frozen state for
optimal sample manipulation. They were cut into approximately
15� 12� 2:5mm (L� H �W) pieces, where the length corre-
sponds to the shear flow direction, the height corresponds to the
vorticity direction and the width corresponds to the velocity
gradient. Neutrons enter the sample along the velocity gradient
with a beam size of 10� 8mm. We define the direction of the
neutron beam as the x�axis, and the direction perpendicular to the
horizontal plane as the z�axis. To see the anisotropy of the air
bubbles, the cut gel pieces were first placed with their lengths
perpendicular to the xz�plane (Fig. 2B). We denoted this as the
horizontal orientation. Afterward, the sample was rotated 90+

along the yz�plane and measured with its length parallel to the
z�axis. This will be further referred to as the vertical orientation.

The sample made of 100% H2O was measured in this state and
after soaking in pure D2O for 4 h to ensure a complete solvent ex-
change. Afterward, the sample was sealed in a quartz container
filled with D2O prior to the measurement.
2.4. X-ray tomography (XRT)

The samples were cut into approximately 7� 4� 3mm
(L�H�W) pieces, where the length corresponds to the shear flow
Pair bubbleszPSpherocylinder ¼
h
1� aþ a,b,Pcylinder þ a,ð1� bÞ,Psphere

in
(3)
direction, the height corresponds to the vorticity direction and the
width corresponds to the velocity gradient. A GE Phoenix
vjtomexjm tomographer (General Electric, Wunstorf, Germany) set
at 80 kV/90 mA was used to scan the samples. The system contains
two X-ray sources. The 240 kV micro focus tube with tungsten
target was employed. The images were recorded by a GE DXR de-
tector array with 2024� 2024 pixels (pixel size 200 mm). The object
and detector were located 28.55mm and 815mm from the X-ray
source. This results in a spatial resolution of 7.00 mm. A full scan
consists of 750 projections over 360+. GE reconstruction software
(Wunstorf, Germany) was used to calculate the 3D structure via
back projection. The 3D images were analyzed using Avizo imaging
software version 9.3.0. The area and volume fraction, averagewidth
as well as deformation degree (DoD) of the air bubbles were
calculated from the program. DoD is defined as the average of DoDx

and DoDz, where

DoDx ¼ y� x
yþ x

DoDz ¼ y� z
yþ z

DoD ¼ DoDx þ DoDy

2

Here, y is the length of a deformed air bubble parallel to the shear
flow direction, x is the width of the air bubble parallel to the ve-
locity gradient, and z is the height of the air bubble parallel to the
vorticity direction. An illustration can be found in Fig. 2B.
2.5. Refractive light microscope

The samples were imaged using a Digital Microscope (Keyence
VHX-2000E) with a magnification of� 100 times.
3. The refraction model

The refraction model is built based on the observation from the
refractive microscopy pictures in Fig. 1. These show that the air
bubbles are prolate spheroid-like. Hence we approximate the
bubble as a spherocylinder which is a cylinder with spherical end
caps. We could also do the analysis with elliptical shapes, where we
expect similar descriptions of the signals, but the calculation with
the spherocylinder is easier. The cross-section of the cylinder par-
allel to the neutron beam is assumed to be circular (which means
the cylinder is perpendicular to the beam). This circular cross-
section is confirmed by microscopy picture and 2D x-ray radiog-
raphy, as presented in the supplementary information.

We present the expected polarisation due to the refraction of
the air bubbles as equation (3), with a schematic illustration in
Fig. 2. Suppose the protein slab is composed of n layers. Within each
layer, the projected area fraction of the air bubbles is defined as a,
so 1�a represents the fraction of the non-refracting protein gel. The
area fraction of the cylinder is defined as b in equation (4), so
a,b,Pcylinder represents the effect of refraction on the polarisation
from the cylinders, and a,ð1� bÞ,Psphere represents the refraction
from the spherical end caps. The total refraction equals to the
product of n layers.
b ¼ Acylinder

Acylinder þ Aspheres
¼ 2l

2lþ pR
(4)

The effect of refraction of the cylinder on the polarisation can be
calculated (Plomp et al., 2007) as:

PcylinderðB;gÞ ¼ kðgÞ,K1½kðgÞ� (5)

where K1 is the first-order modified Bessel function of the second
kind and

k ¼ 4d,cosðgÞ,c,L,cotq0,B,l (6)

in which B represents the magnetic field, the independent variable
when using a monochromatic beam; c ¼ 4:632,1014T�1m�2,
which is the Larmor precession constant; L¼ 1.31m, it is the length
between the third and fourth magnets and q0 ¼ 5:5+, is the incli-
nation angle of the p flipper in the SESANS instrument; g is the
angle between the axis of the cylinder and the y�axis in the yz�-
plane, depicted in Fig. 3. cosðgÞ takes care of the slit smearing due to
the rotation of the cylinder. As the SESANS instrument in Delft is
sensitive to refraction in the z�direction, the change in polarisation
will be the largest when the axis of the cylinder is placed parallel to
the y�axis, i.e g ¼ 0+. Conversely, when it is placed parallel to the
z�axis, i.e g ¼ 90+, no change in polarisation is expected.

The refraction of the sphere can be calculated from the cylinder
by numerically integrating g over 2p:

PsphereðBÞ ¼
1
2p

Z2p

0

PcylinderðB;gÞdg (7)

An illustration can be found in Fig. 3. When the neutron enters



Fig. 1. Optical microscopy pictures of samples made of A: 100% H2O, B: 100% H2O after the solvent exchange with D2O, C: 50%v=v H2Oþ50%v=v D2O, D: 100% D2O.

Fig. 2. A: A projection of the air bubbles onto the zy�plane. It is approximated by a cylinder with spherical end caps, which equals to the sum of the refraction from a cylinder and a
sphere. B: A schematic drawing of one layer of the sample, with the coordinate axis on top. The neutron enters along the x�axis. The grey prolate spheroid-like particles represent
the air bubbles. C: The total refraction is contributed by n layers stacked together.

Fig. 3. Schematic drawings compare the refraction of a sphere to the refraction of a cylinder. A: the neutron (red dot) enters a sphere with an angle of g. B: the neutron enters a
cylinder with its axis tilted with g. C: The refraction of a sphere (grey circle) equals to the axially averaged refraction of a cylinder. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

B. Tian et al. / Food Hydrocolloids 83 (2018) 287e295290
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the sphere with an angle of g (dot in Fig. 3A), its refraction is
equivalent to a cylinder with its axis tilted with g (Fig. 3B). Rotating
this cylinder over 360+ (Fig. 3C), the averaged total refraction of the
cylinder equals to the refraction of a sphere. To validate the
refraction of a sphere, we applied the model to some glass micro-
spheres that can be find in the supplementary information.

A comparison between equations (5) and (7) reveals that the
refraction of the cylinder is dependent on the angular orientation,
while not for the sphere. This means if we measure the sample
horizontally and vertically, equation (3) will be specified into two:

PhorðBÞ ¼
h
1� aþ a,b,PcylinderðBÞ þ a,ð1� bÞ,PsphereðBÞ

in
(8)

and

PverðBÞ ¼
h
1� aþ a,bþ a,ð1� bÞ,PsphereðBÞ

in
(9)

Equations (8) and (9) will use the same a, b and n to fit the
horizontal and vertical orientation of the sample.
Fig. 4. Polarisation as a function of applied magnetic field. A: CaCas made of 100% H2O; B: C
horizontal orientation of the sample, and the circles represents the vertical orientation. The
with the sample sealed in D2O. Lines are the fitted results using the refraction model.
4. Results

4.1. Neutron refraction

Two sets of calcium caseinate (CaCas) fibrous gels were
measured. Each set contains three samples made of 100% H2O,
50%v=v H2Oþ50%v=v D2O (this sample will be further referred to as
50% D2O) and 100% D2O. Since the model is sensitive to the
orientation and shape of the air bubbles, each sample was
measured in two directions: horizontally (shear flow direction
being parallel to the y�axis) and vertically (shear flow direction
being parallel to the z�axis). Equations (8) and (9) were used to fit
the data.

Fig. 4 shows the results of one set of samples. The depolarisation
is measured as a function of magnetic field. The duplicate samples
give a similar result. The 100% H2O sample measured ex-situ
(hollow symbol in Fig. 4A) gives no signal, probably due to the
low contrast. To increase the contrast, we put the sample in a quartz
cell filled with pure D2O and measured it again. The estimated new
contrast isz 5.7� 1014m�2, taking into account 10% of the
hydrogen in the sample exchange with deuterium in D2O. A clear
signal can be obtained this way (filled symbol in Fig. 4A).

For all three samples, the horizontal orientation depolarises
more than the vertical orientation. Asmentioned, the instrument in
aCas made of 50% D2O; C: CaCas made of 100% D2O. The square symbols represents the
hollow symbols are sample measured ex-situ whilst the filled symbols are measured
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Delft is sensitive to the z�axis, meaning that the air bubbles are
elongated in the shear flow direction (y�axis). The difference in
depolarisation between the horizontal and vertical orientation is
the largest in the sample made of 100% D2O, indicating the air
bubbles in this sample are elongated to a higher extent than the
others. Furthermore, the 100% D2O sample contained more air
bubbles than the 100% H2O one, given the fact that after the solvent
exchange, the sample made of 100% H2O depolarised less than the
100% D2O one, despite a similar contrast. This finding is supported
by Fig. 1, where the air bubbles in the 100% H2O samples (Fig. 1A)
are less elongated and somewhat smaller than the other two
(Fig. 1C&D). Fig. 1B is the 100% H2O sample after the solvent ex-
change. It shows that the shape and size of the air bubbles
remained intact, suggesting that solvent exchange has little impact
on their morphologies.

The first three rows in Table 1 show the area fraction of the air
bubbles in one layer a, the number of layers n and area fraction of
the cylinder b fitted from the refraction model. The standard de-
viation of the 100% H2O sample is very large. It appears a and n are
highly correlated for this particular sample. It could be due to an
inaccurate estimation of the contrast since only this sample was
soaked in D2O.

Looking at the 50% and 100% D2O samples, the fitted results of a
and n vary considerably between duplicates. However, this does not
mean the model is unconvincing, since the standard deviation of
each parameter remained small. As a result, we owe the large
variation to the heterogeneous character of the sample itself.

Though a and n can describe the effect of refraction very well,
they don't necessarily contain any direct size information of the
sample. Fortunately, the product of a and n contains such infor-
mation. It is because size information such as dimension and shape
is reflected in the total area fraction (¼a� n) instead of area frac-
tion in one layer, which means they are convolved in the product of
a and n. Thus we need to rewrite a� n into other expressions in
order to derive the dimension and shape of the air bubbles.

Based on its definition, a� n is expressed as:

a� n ¼
�
pR2 þ 2Rl

�
,N

As
(10)

Where pR2 þ 2Rl is the cross-section area of one spherocylinder, N
is the total number of spherocylinders in the sample, As is the area
of the sample covered by the neutron beam. As can be expressed as
the volume Vs of the sample divided by its thickness t: As ¼ Vs/t. Vs

can be expressed into the total volume of the spherocylinder
divided by its volume fraction f:

Vs ¼

�
4
3pR

3 þ pR2l
�
,N

f
(11)

Where 4
3pR

3 þ pR2l is the volume of one spherocylinder. Inserting
equation (11) into equation (10) yields:
Table 1
a, n and b are fitted from the refraction model, f from the XRT data. DoD and 2R are calcu
the Bootstrap methods (Efron, 1992). The 100% H2O sample substituted with D2O was m

100% H2O 50% D2Oe1

a 0:014±0:009 0.87± 0.07
n 40.0± 13.8 1.4± 0.1
b 0.184± 0.003 0.414± 0.008
f 0.023 0.142
a� n 0.560± 0.002 1.25± 0.01
2R (mm) 147± 1 332± 3
DoD 0.081± 0.002 0.217± 0.006
a� n ¼ f,t,ðpRþ 2lÞ
4
3pR

2 þ pRl
(12)

Substituting l with b and R using equation (4) yields:

a� n ¼ f,t
R

,
1

4
3 ð1� bÞ þ p

2,b
(13)

Equation (13) shows that the product of a and n is related to the
volume fraction f of the air bubbles, thickness t, area fraction of the
cylinder b and radius of the sphere R. Given f and t are measurable
and a� n and b can be fitted, we can extract a size parameter R
from the above equation. As for b, equation (4) shows that b is
essentially related to the dimensions of the spherocylinder. We
rewrite this parameter into the earlier defined ‘Degree of Defor-
mation’ (DoD) so that it becomes comparable to the XRT data in
section 4.2. DoD ¼ l

lþ4R ¼ p

pþ8

�
1
b
�1

�. A larger DoD means the air

bubbles are more elongated. a� n, 2R and DoD can be found in
Table 1.

From the fitted parameters, we learned that the average width
(2R) of the air bubbles in the 100% D2O sample is almost the same
as the 50% D2O. Both are much larger than the 100% H2O sample.
The bubbles in the 100% D2O and the 50% D2O samples are also
deformed to a similar extent, suggesting that they aremore affected
by the shear flow.Whereas for the 100% H2O sample, the DoD index
is quite small, suggesting the air bubbles mostly remained
spherical.

Our initial assumption when preparing the samples with
different H2O to D2O ratios was that the only difference between
them is the contrast. The fitted results suggest otherwise. It seems
that D2O had an unexpected influence on the size and shape of the
air bubbles in the final structure. In the next section, we will pre-
sent XRT data to support these findings.
4.2. X-ray tomography

In neutron refraction, the parameters 2R and DoD are an average
representation of all the air bubbles in the sample. With XRT, the 2R
and DoD of every single air bubble can be obtained.We first present
the 3D reconstructed tomography of the three samples in Fig. 5. It is
clear that the sample made of 100% H2O contains fewer air bubbles
than the other two. The air bubbles are also smaller, which corre-
sponds to the fitted width (2R) of the spherocylinder. Next, we
present the distributions of the number of air bubbles (Number)
and the degree of deformation (DoD) based on the cross-section
area. The cross-section area is defined as p

4,a,b, where a and b is
the length of the long and short axes of an ellipsoid. The results are
shown in Table 2.

Similar to the neutron refraction data, the differences between
the two sets of samples are large, suggesting inhomogeneities in
lated using a� n, b and f. The errorbars are the standard deviations calculated using
easured only once.

50% D2Oe2 100% D2Oe1 100% D2Oe2

0.38± 0.04 0.74± 0.02 0.79± 0.02
3.9± 0.4 3.1± 0.1 1.6± 0.1
0.437± 0.006 0.447± 0.002 0.476± 0.002
0.160 0.154 0.122
1.48± 0.01 2.23± 0.01 1.29± 0.01
302± 1 239± 1 390± 2
0.233± 0.004 0.241± 0.002 0.263± 0.001



Fig. 5. 3D reconstructed tomography of one set of the samples. The samples are made of A: 100% H2O; B: 50% D2O and C: 100% D2O.

Table 2
XRT results: the distribution of the Number of bubbles per volume and the DoD calculated based on the cross-section area. The values are an average of twomeasurements, the
errorbars are differences from the mean.

cross-section area (mm2) 100% H2O 50% D2O 100% D2O

Number �0.01 11103± 5495 5900± 945 8116± 1648
0.01~0.1 1287± 33 2326± 41 3012± 13
0.1~1 31± 2 201± 18 211± 46
�1 1± 0 8± 3 6± 1

DoD �0.01 �0.067± 0.021 �0.009± 0.002 �0.001± 0.002
0.01~0.1 �0.019± 0.019 0.063± 0.016 0.058± 0.019
0.1~1 �0.015± 0.007 0.207± 0.000 0.210± 0.076
�1 0.338± 0.011 0.522± 0.035 0.417± 0.090
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the samples. For all three samples, the number of air bubbles
decreased with increasing cross-section area, while the DoD
increased with increasing cross-section area. The few large air
bubbles are more susceptible to shear than the smaller ones.
Further, both parameters are much larger when D2O is present in
the system. D2O seemed to be responsible for larger air bubbles
sizes and higher extent of elongation.

Since the Numbers, sizes and DoD affect the air bubble area and
volume simultaneously, we plotted the average area, volume and
their fractions in Figs. 6 and 7. For comparison, we also included the
calculated average area and volume in the figure using the fitted
results from the refraction data. The average area and volume of the
spherocylinder are calculated as pR2 þ 2Rl and 4

3pR
3 þ pR2l

respectively. In Fig. 6 left, the calculated average area of the air
bubble from the refraction model in the 100% H2O sample corre-
sponds well to the cross-section area between 0.01~0.1mm2. This
Fig. 6. Left: average cross-section area of the air bubble calculated from the neutron refracti
H2O sample is represented by the dash-dot line and hollow circles; the 50% D2O sample is re
black line and black circles; Right: area fraction based on cross-section area. The white, gre
cross-section area happens to take up the largest area fraction
(Fig. 6 right). Similarly, the average area of the 50% and 100% D2O
samples fall in between 0.01~1mm2, the sum of the two area
fractions takes up around 75%. This trend applies to volume fraction
as well. Fig. 7 shows that the calculated average volume of the air
bubble falls into the cross-section area who takes up the largest
volume fraction for all the samples. To summarise, the fitted pa-
rameters from the refraction model are representative of the air
bubbles that take up the largest area and volume.

5. Discussion

“Foods are a complex and heterogeneous system.” (Donald, 2004),
because of this, we utilized several techniques to ensure an
objective and thorough understanding of the system. The refractive
microscope provides valuable, descriptive information of the air
on model (lines) versus the cross-section areas from the XRT data (symbols). The 100%
presented by the grey line and grey circles; The 100% D2O sample is represented by the
y and black bars correspond to sample made of 100% H2O, 50% D2O and 100% D2O.



Fig. 7. Left: average volume of the air bubble calculated from the neutron refraction model (lines) versus the volumes from the XRT data (symbols). The 100% H2O sample is
represented by the dash-dot line and hollow circles; the 50% D2O sample is represented by the grey line and grey circles; The 100% D2O sample is represented by the black line and
black circles; Right: volume fraction based on cross-section area. The white, grey and black bars correspond to sample made of 100% H2O, 50% D2O and 100% D2O.
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bubbles. However, the sample volume that can be probed by the
microscope is very limited, thus the information may not be
representative of the whole system. To quantify the sample with a
larger volume, we used two complementary techniques: neutron
refraction and XRT. They are compared in the following aspects:

1) Sensitivity to contrast: XRT can distinguish well between the
protein matrix and air bubbles without any pretreatment, while
the initial contrast for neutron refraction is insufficient. Two
methods can be used to increase the neutron refraction contrast.
One is solvent exchange after obtaining the sample, the other
one is replacing H2O with D2O during the production of the
sample. In our study, the first method worked better, since it has
little perturbation on the structure, as shown by the microscopy
image of the 100% H2O sample after soaking in D2O. The latter
method highlighted the unwanted influence of D2O on the
morphology of the air bubbles, probably because the structure
of the protein matrix was changed. It could be that D2O has a
stronger D-D bond than H2O, which imposes a more hydro-
phobic environment onto the calcium caseinate. The conse-
quences are delayed wetting of the protein powder, the
hydrophobic parts of the protein become more compact and
more rigid aggregates (Oakenfull & Scott, 2003). These factors
contribute to a more elastic gel network that will be more sus-
ceptible to shear (Manski et al., 2007c). In addition, an increase
in elasticity is related to a better air entrapping ability. As a
result, when applying the neutron refraction technique, the
choice of method to increase the contrast depends on the sus-
ceptibility of the food building blocks to the solvent
environment.

2) Advantages and Drawbacks: For neutron refraction, the advan-
tages are i) objectivity of the method in sense of data processing
and interpretation; ii) nnly a few parameters are needed to give
a quantitative description of the sample; iii) it can probe a
relatively large sample size. The advantages of XRT are i) no pre-
treatment is needed prior to the measurement; ii) higher
accessibility to the instrument and iii) the 2D/3D reconstructed
results are straightforward. The drawback of neutron refraction
is the potential effect of D2O on the morphology of the air
bubbles. Though we suspect the effect will be negligible in other
food materials such as fat or cellulose. For XRT, the drawbacks
are the imaging artifacts during image acquisition and operator
dependency during image analysis. Both may render the results
less reproducible. This is alsowhywe promote utilizingmultiple
techniques to increase certainty in the interpretation of a
complex system.
3) Future prospects: currently, XRT has far more applications in
food products compared to neutron refraction. Nevertheless, the
neutron refraction technique has the potential to be applied to
other composite food materials, as long as there is sufficient
contrast between the filler and the matrix, and the filler has a
desired size range. For instance, it can be used to study the
distribution of fat in different types of sausages (Frisullo,
Laverse, Marino, & Del Nobile, 2009), or the stability of
aerated food products (Ellis, Norton, Mills, & Norton, 2017).
6. Conclusion

Air bubbles in a composite meat analogue made of calcium
caseinate are studied by the neutron refraction technique, XRT and
microscope. A model was constructed to calculate the depolarisa-
tion of the neutrons refracted by air bubbles in the fibrous protein
gels. Average width, deformation direction and degree of the air
bubbles can be obtained from the model which agreed well with
the XRT data andmicroscopy image. These parameters represent an
average of the system given they correspond to the largest area and
volume fraction of the air bubbles in the XRT data. This technique
may be a standard routine in future and has the potential to be
applied to other composite food systems, as long as structural dif-
ferences caused by D2O are taken into account.
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